
Re: An article ( George Aivi)

From: George Ivanov Vasilev | dgiv@yahoo.com Thursday, Oct 24, 2019, 10:48 PM

To: mindful@metapsychosis.com | mindful@metapsychosis.com

Hi Marco,

Sorry, I am disturbing you again. Would you please just take a look at an article I am sending to you!  I realize that it
is very, very radical and it needs extraordinary courage to be published. But take a look at it first and whatsoever your
decision please just reply to me!

Bests Wishes

George I. Vasilev

P.S. The article is also attached below.

                                            A political game called democracy

World...Humanity...Motherland... Where are they? what are they?Do they exist really? (or is this just in our minds.) Is
it possible to meet them, to touch them, or to say "Hello" to them?
In life one encounters people, interacts with them but never ever meets the world, humanity, or the motherland,
fatherland. We humans are burdened too much with abstractions and distractions that we cease to relate to reality
itself. We live through distractions and yet we live as if we are fast asleep. we should wake up to reality and realize
that the man not the ideals, beliefs, any sort of ideological, political or religious, is more important than man itself or
indeed life itself.  However, political conditioning is such that people give in to such bombastic empty words
automatically. This is just an indication of man’s sleepiness. Such ways of backward thinking have been installed in
us since the start of humanity, it even reduces men to animals fighting for territories, it seems man still has not yet
overcome his beastliness, his animal heritage.

Obviously man has developed so far that he is half man and half an animal and evolution is still coming forth,
otherwise such antagonism and atrocities in this the twenty first century is incomprehensible. it seems that for
except for an outer change that has happened and is still happening through technology man’s inner world remains
primitive and barbaric regardless of how cultured and educated we are man still acts in the same way he used to
centuries and even millennia ago - fighting. Only the methods have changed, these methods are now civilized,
cultured and refined. Оtherwise as far as domination ambitions of conquering destruction and killing concerned the
tendency for it remains deep rooted within man. if it was not so man would not have to manipulate and dominate
other men and man would not have to have been allowed to sacrifice each other for abstractions for all kinds of
stupidities political or religious covered and decorated with beautiful and pompous words that politicians love so



much.
And for good reason otherwise that vicious circle of nationalism, wars, vested interests would be diminished, and in
the name of man man kills and has been killed -what irony! in the name of HUMANITY!!!! The worst of this is that
people all over the world think " this is how it is and nothing can be done" and that wheel, the vicious circle
continues to spin out of control.

Breakneck technological progress and globalization requiring constantly and rapidly changing life styles for most of
us but prejudice and xenophobia is still prevalent in most of us., and if such inhumane, racist problem rises people
are just waiting for the bubble to burst supported by some politicians like Trump  in the US and the far right
politicians in Europe and other mercenary politicians who are just waiting to take people for a ride. As we are seeing
things are going from bad to worse any moment now the worst could happen the world is living on a razors edge
and all because power in some countries is controlled by power crazy politicians.

The ancient phrase " Divide and conquer" should not have a place in politics now but as we are seeing nowadays
that is exactly what is happening all over the world. The world is divided, antagonistic, rocked by terrorist
insurgency, bathed in blood, warring for one reason or another and
there are thousands and thousands of innocent victims. Young people, terrorists, suicide bombers indoctrinated
radicalized killing themselves and many others including women and children for their causes or ideologies or any
thing else, they deem worthy ideologies no matter what they are based on political, religion, racial or ethnic origins
they are really a big NOTHING. The only valuable thing is a person’s life that should be the most important thing to
focus on ( that is only unsubstantiated words) but it is pushed out into the periphery of course displaced by regimes,
ideals and of course, vested interest. Politicians call for peace then demonstrations occur then bloodshed happens
and the unrest develops into civil war then of course the UN peacekeeping force become involved and paradoxically
not peace but more and more antagonism then war begins and the circle closes.

Unfortunately this is the world we humans live in, and consider ourselves to be on the edge of civilization. We will
always find a way to justify war crimes and regard them as inevitable. How else can we use diplomacy if not for that,
but of course the truth is always on the side of the strong.
The same states and the law of the jungle, by the way there is another option it's a slightly different and softer
method the laws of Moses which to the regret of many people consciously or not still remain true to this day.

Wars have always been a profitable business, but the terrorist ones are clearly preferable. Vague and dirty deals
have always been done in this way, arms manufacturers are collateral and smugglers flourish in the long term. All
this creates fertile ground for business which coincidentally are always hand in hand with legitimate enterprise. Yes,
well politics and interests are inter related, there is no doubt that they are connected vessels, and this of course
always stinks. Many politicians pretend to convince not only themselves but others that politics is not a dirty word,
but that is the nature of the beast. But that is politics, its very intrinsic methods lies demagoguery its ancient Greek
origin so beware we all know they say one thing and mean another or they talk a lot without saying anything
substantial. And of course we all know that it is all about money, Money is power and power is money, and let none
of us pretend it is not true. Is there one person in a poor country who would not like to take the step over into a
richer one. The temptation must be immense but not all of them can stand there and not every country can keep
them. Then starts the back room games the intrigue the maneuvers that almost certainly turn into small wars and
they in turn escalate into larger ones. What else if not polices that are made behind closed doors and rules that are



designed to make money and more money . In politics as in any business looking to get more and give less.
Because at the end of the day it all comes down to interest that are all about money, money and lots of money.

Wars are nothing but a great clash of interests and a great deal of spilled blood, but so what if a handful of
magnates want to add another billion to their billions. There is no doubt that the world is controlled by the super
rich, they are the ones that have the controlling voice over world politics it is no secret to any one we all know that's
the way it is. It is normal for the rich to get richer by their decisions to decide the fate of the people this is what we
want or is it? It seems politicians only appear to play this game called democracy all citizens , communities and
other organizations think they have a say whether directly or indirectly in the role of the government which of course
is not case other than to sit in the dark and try to solve it. And the common people, or so called citizens are given
the opportunity to choose or at least participate in this game called democracy,or are we?

Occasionally we will witness important parliamentary debates on television or even through referendums to resolve
disputes among politicians. What can be more democratic than that? Really it's just dust in the eyes of the naives.
Similarly referendums are just clever political moves nothing more nothing less, or is it the Machiavellian policy of
modern day politics. What really was the Brexit referendum it was a manipulative strategy of a handful of ambitious
politicians it only proved that people act mechanically, blindly but far away from choosing what they want, yes
people do vote on their own but it is not all it seems to be. If we go on tracing the roots we will find the politicians
who choose or impose their own will on others in a way we all think is democratic. Of course it's only a game, a
political game which people have to play until they wake up to the reality and realize that life has to be respected in
all its forms and that man should not be sacrificed for anything such as religious or political beliefs or for the sake of
kill or be killed as in primitive times and then posthumously be rewarded and made a hero. Oh yes it's just a
strategy, a very subtle strategy so all these so called political games can carry on and it will be continued, it all
depends on man’s capacity of waking up and realizing that all these obstructions, beliefs, ideologies and
conditioning he lives through are nothing but toys which only maintains the game called Democracy which
unfortunately man has to play.

George Aivi

From: Mindful Ai | mindful@infiniteconversations.com Friday, Oct 25, 2019, 9:49 AM

To: George Ivanov Vasilev | dgiv@yahoo.com

Hi George,

I welcome the disturbance. I will definitely read the article. At the moment (all this week) I am dealing with an
urgent home repair project, plus a few other commitments... I hope I will have some free time this weekend
for some reading. I am also still looking forward to publishing your other piece on approaching life with love.
All in good time, one step at a time. Thanks for your continued interest...

*
Marco V Morelli
Metapsychosis | @madrush



From: George Ivanov Vasilev | dgiv@yahoo.com Friday, Oct 25, 2019, 10:33 AM

To: Mindful Ai | mindful@infiniteconversations.com

Thanks a lot for your reply, Marco!  Hopefully,  you'll l have a  fruitful week.

George

From: Marco V Morelli | marco@zoosphere.com Sunday, Nov 17, 2019, 6:06
PM

To: Mindful Ai | mindful@infiniteconversations.com, George Ivanov Vasilev |
dgiv@yahoo.com

Hi George,

I’m just letting you know that I haven’t forgotten about your pieces. It has just been a very busy time, but
everything will improved soon and we will be able to proceed with clarity...and love!

Thanks again for sharing your work. I will be in touch again soon.

*
Marco V Morelli
Metapsychosis | @madrush

From: George Ivanov Vasilev | dgiv@yahoo.com Monday, Nov 18, 2019, 1:02 AM

To: Marco V Morelli | marco@zoosphere.com

Hi, Marco,

It's so kind of you. thanks a lot and of course, I am forward looking to hearing from you again.

George


